Dear Parents,

The Family Concerts will be held on Wednesday 24 August 2016 in Deane Hall commencing at the following times:

- Transition – Year 2: 4.00pm – 5.00pm
- Year 3 and 4: 5.30pm – 6.30pm
- Year 5 and 6: 7.00pm – 8.00pm

These concerts are for students who are currently having private lessons on their chosen instrument. Boys attending private instrumental lessons outside of school are also welcome to perform. A performance in front of an audience gives the boys a goal to work toward and provides our young musicians a chance to perform in a comfortable and friendly setting. Boys are also encouraged to stay and watch the older boys perform where possible. Please contact your child’s peripatetic music tutor directly for advice on choosing an appropriate performance piece.

Please check the list below before handing back your reply slip:

- Students should currently be attending peripatetic (private) lessons on their instrument.
- Accompaniment music (for those who require it) must be handed in with the form below.
- Due to time constraints, boys can only perform ONE piece on ONE instrument. Boys can nominate to perform at assembly to gain extra performance practise on subsequent instruments if desired.
- The return date for reply slips and accompaniment music will be strictly adhered to – no late forms will be accepted.
- The school will provide an accompanist for those who need it.
- Boys should wear their school uniform.

Please return the reply slip and accompaniment music to your son’s relevant campus front office by **4pm on Friday 19 August 2016**. Alternatively, forms and accompaniment music can be sent directly to: music@tsc.nsw.edu.au

Forms will not be accepted after this time. Once your form is processed, you will receive an email confirming your son’s place in this exciting event.

Yours sincerely,

Fiona Coleman
Coordinator of Music – Preparatory School
Family Concert Nomination Form

Please return this section to the ELC, Mansion Rd or Ginahgulla Front Office or directly to music@tsc.nsw.edu.au by Friday 19 August 2016. Forms will not be accepted after this date.

Name: ____________________________________________ Class: __________________________

Instrument: _____________________________ Instrumental Tutor Name: __________________________

Accompaniment required: Yes / No (If yes, please ensure a copy of the accompaniment music is attached to this reply slip)

Do you require any additional equipment (for example guitar amplifier, drum kit, microphone (singers only) backing track playback etc)?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Name of piece: __________________________________________________________

Composer: ___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________ Dates______________________________

Signature of parent / carer

Date